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Euroscepticism: Party Politics, National Identity and European Integration (European Studies 20)Rodopi, 2004

	The accelerated pace of European integration since the early 1990s has been accompanied by the emergence of increasingly prominent and multiform oppositions to the process. The term Euroscepticism has appeared with growing frequency in a range of political, media, and academic discourses. Yet, the label is applied to a wide range of...
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Organizational Patterns of Agile Software DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2004
You will find no books on the bookshelf here that tell you how to start up a new discipline. Software has been seeking its own way as a
relatively young discipline for the past 40 years. Every new discipline struggles to find practices suitable to its survival and growth. Sometimes this struggle is incremental. Sometimes disciplines undergo...
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Creativity Across Domains: Faces of the MuseLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Creativity Across Domains: Faces of the Muse sorts through the sometimes-confusing theoretical diversity that domain specificity has spawned. It also brings together writers who have studied creative thinkers in different areas, such as the various arts, sciences, and communication/leadership. Each contributor explains what is known about the...
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JSL Companion: Applications of the JMP Scripting Language, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2018

	Confidently navigate your JMP® Scripting Language journey with this example-driven guide!


	With more than 200 example scripts and applications, JSL Companion: Applications of the JMP® Scripting Language, Second Edition provides scripters with a resource that takes them beyond the basics of the JMP Scripting...
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Statistical Methods in Counterterrorism: Game Theory, Modeling, Syndromic Surveillance, and Biometric AuthenticationSpringer, 2006
"Counterterrorism is an important research area for national security and defense, and an area where statisticians can provide insights and tools to improve the standard practice. As funding and governmental interest in these areas continues to grow, this book will provide a stepping stone for those interested in this emerging area of...
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Security Engineering: A Guide to Building Dependable Distributed SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"If you’re even thinking of doing any security engineering, you need to read this book.  It’s the first, and only, end-to-end modern security design and engineering book ever written."–Bruce Schneier
"Many people are anxious about Internet security for PCs and servers," says leading expert Ross Anderson,...
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The Turn: Integration of Information Seeking and Retrieval in Context (The Information Retrieval Series)Springer, 2005
This book is a wonderful contribution to a comprehensive understanding of a complete and integrated view of information seeking and information retrieval.
James D. Anderson, Professor Emeritus of Library and Information Science, Rutgers University

"The Turn is a valuable book which aims to demonstrate how and why...
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Bayesian Biostatistics and Diagnostic MedicineCRC Press, 2007


	Bayesian methods are being used more often than ever before in biology and

	medicine. For example, at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer

	Center, Bayesian sequential stopping rules routinely are used for the design

	of clinical trials. This book is based on the author’s experience working with

	a variety of...
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Genetics of Asthma and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary DiseaseInforma Healthcare, 2006

	Surely some—indeed, perhaps, many—people would argue about when precisely the era of the genetics of diseases really began, but the introduction of gene transfer and therapy concepts in the 1980s by French Anderson and colleagues from the National Institutes of the Health, the identification of the cystic fibrosis gene reported in...
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Fundamentals of Managerial Economics with InfoTrac College EditionSouth-Western College, 2002
The seventh edition of this market-leading text continues its tradition of providing a solid foundation of economic understanding for use in managerial decision making.  It offers a practical treatment of economic theory and analysis in an intutive, algebra-based format.  Its focus is on presenting those aspects of economic theory and analysis that...
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The Theory and Practice of Online Learning (Au Press)Athabasca University, 2009
Neither an academic tome nor a prescriptive 'how to' guide, "The Theory and Practice of Online Learning" is an illuminating collection of essays by practitioners and scholars active in the complex field of distance education.Distance education has evolved significantly in its 150 years of existence. For most of this time, it was an...
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mySAP Tool Bag for Performance Tuning and Stress Testing (Hewlett-Packard Professional Books)Prentice Hall, 2004
  			Drive maximum performance and value from your SAP investment!  		

In this book, a leading expert on SAP performance walks through every facet of tuning and optimizing mySAP Solutions, and the technology layers underpinning these solutions, to maximize performance and...
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